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SCORPIO SOLAR FULL MOON RITUAL 
 

MEDITATION, CONTEMPLATION, REFLECTIONS: DAY FIVE 

 

In Service of the Christ and the Great Ones for the Full Flowering of the Plan and Humanity 

 

ʘ 

 

REGISTRATION AND DISTRIBUTION 

 

◊ Standing at the place where three lights meet (in the head), we open to the flowing life energy 

pouring from Scorpio and Sirius 

through the Heart of the Sun, the 

Planetary transmitters of Pluto, 

Mars and Mercury, Shamballa, the 

Christ and Spiritual Hierarchy … 

to and through the rising Soul of 

Humanity.  As we breathe in great 

“Breaths of Life”, let us Be in That 

“Place” – that inner resonant 

dimension where the Great Breath 

is Breathing us – giving of Itself – 

as the living power of Love, 

luminous Light and unifying Life 

… bringing Freedom and Triumph 

… pouring through the Soul Star 

Group and every human Chalice in the Crown – thence to Hearts-Minds-Brains. 

 

◊ Remembering “the Breath is the Life pouring through all the centers ,” we sound the sacred 

WORD, OM, whilst standing in the potency and peaceful Presence of the Soul and wider Soul field. 

◊ Attuning with the Solar Angel and the Angel of the 8th petal of Scorpio in “the Heart in the Head 

Lotus” of the Chalice of the Crown, we welcome Their Presence allowing Them to guide our inner 

process … in Joyful Cooperation and loving Comprehension.  OM 

 

◊ With “intense spiritual aspiration”, resonating in the Triune Soul-Self, we breathe in purer 

atoms of Light, Love and Life.  On an outbreath, these energies pour through the Crown and all 

the Centers (each absorbing what is needed) … continuing out through the centers in the feet 

“Blessing the Earth Upon Which We Walk”. ◊ With the next in-breath the energy returns Home 

whence it came as a great continuous fountain of circulating Scorpio life energy.   

 
OM  
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SOUL STAR GROUP – The SOUL is GROUP CONSCIOUS 
 

◊ As Triune Souls, we stand in the loving, lighted field of the Soul Star Group. ◊ In one unified 

Scorpio solar breath, simultaneously 'ray 

forth’ Soul Love and Light – Soul to Soul, to 

all herein gathered ... creating one radiant 

field of unified Soul vibration. (Here we can 

do our Triangles work).  

◊ In the next ‘breath of life’ —whilst 

sounding the sacred WORD, as One Group 

Soul, we extend our “will to serve” to the 

Christ standing in the Center … remaining 

open to the return flow from His Heart to 

Ours.  In due time, our hearts are brought 

into synchrony with the Heart of the Christ. 

When the two are one, the heart is captured.  

◊ Let us sense the Group as a living, pulsing, 

beating Heart – a rainbow sphere, filled-full 

with Soul virtues (qualities), Soul Ray 

powers, and Christed Love.  ◊ OM 

◊ Through these inclusive, unifying group alignments,  with the inner Eye (of the Soul) energy waves 

of LOVE and LIGHT can be felt and seen. Through the door of the Soul Star Group, boundaries 

disappear, causing us to find ourselves standing in One Hierarchical Group.  Let us pause to register 

the living Presence of the “Great Potency of the Inner Groups” in Whose Center stands the Christ.  

Simply knowing It exists brings the reality closer.   

◊ All sanctified Soul groups direct their radiatory influence to building a new “heaven on earth”.  

◊ Be affirmed in the Master’s words of the “joy of participation in the Masters' plans” 

knowing “all is well that associates you closely with Them.”  (TWM, 368/9) 

The millions of meditators inwardly meditating around the globe are drawing through the 

higher energies of this Sign, streaming through Mother Matter, lifting, redeeming and 

preparing the field to manifest the higher purpose and potentials of the Soul of Humanity. 

 

~ Sound the Great Invocation ~ 
 

†  
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REGISTERING CONTACT and REFLECTIONS – First Day after Full Moon Day 

As the 24 hour “guarding and holding” period of the Full 

Moon Day ends (the 12 hours before and 12 hours after 

the exact moment), we move into the “distribution” phase 

– extending in blessing that which we have contacted and 

received for a new mode of living and being in the 

world as Souls.  We begin with ourselves and our 

personal environments, our groups, and Humanity and 

the Earth Herself responding to the needs to which we are 

called.  

Today begins the first of three days of distribution 

following the Full Moon. Day 5 is intended to deepen and 

“reveal” that which was received as the energies continue 

to 'distribute' throughout the Soul and our 3-fold lower 

vehicles (mental, emotional and physical/etheric bodies).  

The subtler effects of “inner distribution” will continue, necessitating conscious registration if we 

are to make them ‘our own’ – further unfolding the inner Chalice (the 12-petalled Egoic lotus) that 

is the “Loving Mind of Christ” in us.  Let us Be in ‘ready state’ all these days – watchful, listening, 

actively attuning and invoking. 

Engaging in a reflective review process reinforces what actually happened but which may not have 

fully registered in our consciousness.  Reflection surfaces what is subtly happening now or breaking 

through below the threshold of our awareness, further strengthening soul-infusion of the personality as 

a whole, or one or more of the three-fold vehicles of the personality. 

 

In this light, let us continue to register the release of new energies, ‘listening for impression’. As 

the intuition breaks into awareness, thoughts “fall into” the heart/ mind and register in the 

etheric/physical body-brain.  ‘God is speaking to us all the time’ through our inner and outer 

impressions and registrations. Let us observe the ‘signs’ in our personal environments ‘speaking 

to us’ via the lower kingdoms of nature, the four elements (air, fire, water, earth), spontaneous 

momentous events, new thoughts and feeling states, relationships in new resonance, …  

 

Let us also be cognizant of refinements in consciousness that are occurring.  As the “Eye” of the 

Soul through which we increasingly perceive (see) gains ascendency, we gain capacity and new 

capabilities stimulated through these monthly disciplines. As we see more wholly (holy) and truly – 

with widened and truer perception, we comprehend and understand more.  These too are ‘signs’ 

(indications) of an expanding consciousness; with them come new creative and interpretative 

powers.  They are subtle, but unmistakable.  Notice them, thereby allowing them to take hold – 

to grip and fortify our progress on the Lighted Way, expanding our creative power to serve.  

When we recognize progress, we break up the hold of ‘old stories’ that bind us to the past.   
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DAY 5: REFLECTIONS and DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICES – first day after the FM of Scorpio 

 

The Master DK informs us that every full moon period is an opportunity to begin anew.  The old is left 

behind and drops away as the new eclipses the old. Let us now inquire into what new has arisen, and 

is still arising, in the field of our awareness. We stimulate into memory what was consciously 

registered, and perhaps not yet registered knowing more will come to surface, as we continue to Reflect. 

 

◊ Let us once again enter the Scorpio Full 

Moon field.  ◊ Let us stand in the Place 

where Three Lights meet – the Light of 

form, the Light of the Soul and the Light 

of Life.  They meet, they blend, they rise.”  

What has arisen?  ◊ What was registered?  

What happened of moment?   

◊ What is being consciously registered 

now, today?  What new has arisen, or is 

arising, in the field of your awareness? 

◊ Is something being reinforced?  ◊ Is something gaining strength?  Reflect.  

◊ Is something ‘old’ perceived anew or differently, more comprehensively, more wholly? Reflect. ◊ 

What new meaning, or significance, is coming – unfolding ‘in mind’? 

◊ What victories experienced during these days of preparation and Full Moon contact , even the 

most subtle, are contributing to you becoming a triumphant disciple?  Be sincere, be generous.   

◊ Find a way to link the insights from your reflections into fluid dynamic statements. ◊ Is there a 

new story emerging for you now? … Is there a new Soul story inspiring you?  Should there be – is the 

Soul in you calling forth a new story to be born?  Clothe these ideas into clear thoughts to give 

your story shape, form and life energy now.  ◊ Note: A Story created the Universe.    

 

◊ Be cognizant on this day (and in the days that follow) of all that is happening, arising, and 

unfolding in the Light of Scorpio, in your awareness – and in the world around you.  OM 

  

◊ Some may want to reflect on the ray energy qualities conveyed through Scorpio. The primary 

Ray energy pouring through Scorpio is Ray 4 – Harmony through Conflict.  And the Planetary 

rulers/transmitters are Pluto, Mars and Mercury. Ray 1 pours thru Pluto bringing all to light and 

Ray 6 pours thru Mars conveying Courage (exoteric rulers). A higher Ray 6 pours thru Mars as 

Devotion to higher Ideals (esoteric ruler).  And Mercury links to and conveys Illumination of the 

Whole (as the hierarchical ruler). ◊ Think about these energies during these days of distribution and 

through the month, being sensitive to what comes to mind for personal and collective victory and triumph. 
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ʘ 

 

  
 

The registrations of “distribution” and their triumphal effects will continue today and 

in the days to come.  Expect them !!! 

 
◊ 

 
◊ Let us also be cognizant of – “attuning our awareness” to what is being registered 

within our collective Humanity.  

 

We close today’s reflective work with the “Affirmation (Mantram) of the Disciple”.  When 

using the “I” pronoun, link with the Soul Star Group and make it your identity – your “I”; the Soul 

Star Group is the “I” that links with the Christ.  (You may also use the pronoun “we”). 
 

 

ʘ 
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*The AFFIRMATION OF THE DISCIPLE 
 

 

 "I am a point of light within a greater Light. 

I am a strand of loving energy within the stream of love divine.  

I am a point of sacrificial Fire, focused within the fiery Will of God.  

And thus I stand. 

◊  

I am a way by which men may achieve. 

I am a source of strength, enabling them to stand. 

I am a beam of light, shining upon their way. 

And thus I stand. 

◊  

And standing thus revolve 

And tread this way the ways of men, 

And know the ways of God. 

And thus I stand." 

        ◊ ◊ ◊ 

Sound the Sacred Word, OM, whilst standing in the Place of a NEW Day … a 

New Way … and a New World rising ! 

ʘ 

* (The Affirmation of the Disciple are “words and phrases  … so ancient that they antedate both 

Sanskrit and Senza.  But the meaning is clear and that is the point of importance.”) 
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